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Diverse cell polarity networks require positive feedback for locally amplifying distributions of signalling molecules at the plasma membrane 1 . Additional mechanisms, such as directed transport 2 or coupled inhibitors 3, 4 , have been proposed to be required for reinforcing a unique axis of polarity. Here we analyse a simple model of positive feedback, with strong analogy to the 'stepping stone' model of population genetics 5 , in which a single species of diffusible, membrane-bound signalling molecules can self-recruit from a cytoplasmic pool. We identify an intrinsic stochastic mechanism through which positive feedback alone is sufficient to account for the spontaneous establishment of a single site of polarity. We find that the polarization frequency has an inverse dependence on the number of signalling molecules: the frequency of polarization decreases as the number of molecules becomes large. Experimental observation of polarizing Cdc42 in budding yeast is consistent with this prediction. Our work suggests that positive feedback can work alone or with additional mechanisms to create robust cell polarity.
Many cell types can spontaneously establish and maintain asymmetric distributions of signalling molecules on the plasma membrane 1, 6 , even in the apparent absence of pre-existing cues 7, 8 . Positive feedback circuits, found at the core of diverse biological networks, enable signalling molecules localized at the plasma membrane to initiate processes that further accelerate localized recruitment. These processes allow signalling molecules, such as Cdc42 in budding yeast 9 , mPar3 and mPar6 in axons of hippocampal neurons 10 , and Rac in canine kidney cells 11 and human chemotaxing neutrophils 12 , to be concentrated within a defined region of the plasma membrane.
Spontaneous cortical polarization can occur through activation of positive feedback circuits that do or do not depend on mechanisms of directed transport 8, 13, 14 . Transport-dependent circuits make use of cytoskeletal structure to reinforce spatial asymmetries by directing signalling molecules to specified locations on the plasma membrane 2, 15, 16 . However, in the absence of directed transport, it is unclear how positive feedback circuits counteract lateral diffusion to establish and maintain an asymmetric distribution of signalling molecules 8, 14 . Additional mechanisms have been proposed, such as coupled activation-dependent inhibition 3, 4, 16 or depletion of critical signalling components 3 . Because evidence for these other mechanisms is less generally established, we wondered whether positive feedback alone could generate cell polarization.
The specific details of any given positive feedback circuit can be complex and cell-type specific. For example, signalling molecules can associate to the plasma membrane through docking with transmembrane receptors, binding to phospholipid headgroups, or insertion of prenylated membrane anchors. Additionally, signalling molecules such as GTPases can assume multiple states, which in turn strongly affect properties of their transport. To discover general principles, as with other recent models of polarity 15, [17] [18] [19] , we abstracted mechanisms common to these circuits and constructed a biologically motivated, yet mathematically tractable, model of positive feedback.
Thus, we formulated a model of positive feedback in which signalling molecules comprising a single species move between nonrecruiting, cytoplasmic states and recruiting, plasma-membranebound states without mechanisms of directed transport (this model is referred to simply as 'positive feedback' in the remainder of the paper). The redistribution of signalling molecules is determined by the rates of four fundamental transport mechanisms ( Fig. 1 ; see Methods): (1) recruitment (k fb ) of cytoplasmic molecules to the locations of membrane-bound signalling molecules; (2) spontaneous association (k on ) of cytoplasmic molecules to random locations on the plasma membrane; (3) lateral diffusion (D) of molecules along the membrane; and (4) random disassociation (k off ) of signalling molecules from the membrane. The model parameters k fb , k on , D and k off , and total number of signalling molecules N, are readily biologically interpretable, and may be estimated from experimental data (Methods).
In an initial analysis of the dynamics of this positive feedback circuit, we ignored the spatial distribution of molecules on the membrane. We found that the fraction of total signalling molecules on the membrane can switch from zero to a final equilibrium h eq with a half time of ,1/(h eq k fb ) (Supplementary Information). This equilibrium fraction h eq can be estimated simply as 1 -k off /k fb in the case when k on is smaller than k fb (see Supplementary Information for general formulation), and reflects a balance between the net fluxes of molecules to and from the membrane. Thus, we find that the strength of feedback strongly influences both the switching dynamics and the magnitude of the equilibrium state.
We next considered how signalling molecules are distributed spatially on the plasma membrane. In the case when the number of signalling molecules is large, analysis reveals that all spatial variation eventually vanishes; membrane densities converge exponentially to a spatially homogeneous equilibrium state with membrane fraction h eq (Methods). Furthermore, perturbations of this state due to spontaneous association events quickly return to equilibrium ( Fig. 2a ; see Methods). Thus, no polarity can persist, regardless of the feedback strength k fb . This suggests that for large numbers of molecules, positive feedback requires additional biological mechanisms to overcome diffusion in order to maintain a persistent switch-like distribution in space. This phenomenon has been studied rigorously for other positive feedback systems, including many motivated by theoretical ecology 20 . In contrast, for small numbers of molecules, unexpected model behaviour emerges as stochastic fluctuations can drive cellular behaviours from stable equilibrium to dynamic, non-stable states [21] [22] [23] [24] . As the number of signalling molecules decreases, the expected equilibrium fraction of molecules on the membrane remains h eq , with fluctuations on the order of 1/!N. However, we observed that with decreased numbers of signalling molecules, distinct polarized regions began to emerge spontaneously (Fig. 2b) . Additionally, we observed that this behaviour is strongly affected by the ratio k on /k fb of spontaneous membrane association to feedback ( Fig. 2c and Supplementary  Fig. 1 ). When this ratio is large, frequent association of molecules to random membrane locations results in a spatially homogeneous density (Fig. 2c , first and last 10 min). When this ratio is small, spontaneous association events are rare and local amplification by positive feedback frequently results in the emergence of spatially isolated clusters of signalling molecules (Fig. 2c , middle 40 min). We note that simulations were performed using h eq 5 0.1 (Methods), hence the observed polarization behaviour is not due to depletion of the cytosolic pool (Supplementary Materials) 3 . Thus, these observations predict that decreased numbers of signalling molecules, decreased spontaneous membrane association rate, or increased positive feedback strength can lead to the spontaneous emergence of polarity (Box 1).
Mathematical analysis of the positive feedback system shows that transitions among clustering behaviours are entirely determined by a simple relationship between the ratio k on /k fb and the number of signalling molecules N: a single cluster will certainly form for small k on /k fb = N 22 (Fig. 3a, region 1 ), whereas no clusters will form for large k on /k fb ? (N 21 ln N) 1/2 (Fig. 3a, region 2) . Numerical simulations indicate that the transition occurs for k on /k fb < N 21 (Fig. 3a,  region 3) . Cluster formation is possible for large numbers of molecules, but the larger the value of N, the smaller the value of k on /k fb for which clustering actually occurs. This phase plane portrait reveals that polarization is a robust behaviour that can be tuned by a small number of parameters.
A clear prediction of this theory is that the probability of spontaneous polarization decreases as the number of signalling molecules becomes large (Fig. 3a , follow any horizontal line from left to right). To test whether this trend could be observed experimentally, we made use of an established budding yeast system in which an actinindependent core positive feedback circuit has been shown to be sufficient to establish cue-independent, spontaneous polarization of the GTPase Cdc42 (refs 8, 9, 14) . Mechanistic details of this positive feedback circuit are not well understood; however, several lines of evidence indicate its relevance as an experimental model for our current study: (1) self-recruitment of Cdc42 at the plasma membrane (via its interactions with the guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) Cdc24 and the adaptor protein Bem1) does not require directed transport 8, 9, 14, 25, 26 ; (2) polarization is maintained in a state of dynamic equilibrium, with all components rapidly exchanging between the plasma membrane and a significant cytoplasmic pool 8 ; and (3) sites of polarization have been observed occasionally to drift and flicker, in phenomenological agreement with our model simulations 8 . This positive feedback circuit for Cdc42 can be grossly described by the four fluxes in our model. Model parameter values can be estimated from experimental data (Methods), and reflect the combined effects of presumed unmodelled mechanistic interactions, such as required for self-recruitment (for example, via Bem1 and Cdc24 (refs 8, 9, 14) ) and reversible membrane association (for example, via guanine nucleotide disassociation inhibitor (GDI) 8, [27] [28] [29] ). For varying numbers of signalling molecules, probabilities of polarization can be computed using numerical simulation. As expected from the phase plane diagram (Fig. 3a) , the probability of spontaneous polarization decreases as the number of signalling molecules becomes large (Fig. 3b, top histogram, N . 1,000) . We note that as the number of signalling molecules becomes very small the overall polarization percentage drops sharply (Fig. 3a region 4, and Fig. 3b top histogram,  N , 500) , reflecting more frequent loss of polarity due to spontaneous disassociation of all membrane-bound particles and longer waiting times for re-establishment ( Supplementary Fig. 2) .
We next assayed polarization of green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged Cdc42 in yeast cells treated with the drug latrunculin A 30 to inactivate an alternative actin-dependent feedback circuit 2, 8, 14, 15 (Methods). To quantify the effects of varying N, cells were binned into different categories on the basis of background-subtracted, total GFP-Cdc42 intensities (Supplementary Fig. 3 ; see Methods). Within each category we computed the fraction of polarized cells (Fig. 3b) . In general agreement with the model prediction, we observed a significant decrease in the frequency of polarization with increasing Cdc42-GFP expression (Fig. 3b, bottom histogram) . Notably, this inverse correlation is opposite to what was modelled for transport-dependent positive feedback of constitutively activated Cdc42 in budding yeast. In the case of actomyosin-based feedback, increased concentrations of constitutively activated Cdc42 led to increased frequency of establishing and maintaining distinct sites of cortical polarization 2, 15 . Thus, with respect to increasing large numbers of signalling molecules, models suggest opposite trends in the frequency of polarization for positive feedback circuits that do and do not make use of directed feedback.
The intrinsic ability of positive feedback to polarize spontaneously without requiring additional mechanisms is not apparent from Box 1 | Intuition for particle clustering Intuition for the clustering behaviour of positive feedback circuits for small numbers of molecules can be obtained through the simple concept of lineage tracking (Fig. 2c) . The basic idea is to track the location and source of recruitment for all signalling molecules on the membrane. Signalling molecules that spontaneously associate with the membrane become the founders of new 'clans'. Molecules recruited to the membrane join the clans of their recruiters. Molecules that leave the membrane to re-enter the cytoplasmic pool lose their clan identity. A clan that has lost all its members becomes extinct.
Initially each clan has population size one, but over time some clans grow whereas others become extinct. Hence the number of clans on the membrane decreases between occurrences of spontaneous onevents. At equilibrium the expected total number of signalling molecules at the membrane remains a (non-zero) constant. If the time between spontaneous on-events is sufficiently long, then the number of clans may decrease so much that all molecules on the membrane belong to a single remaining clan. For small diffusion rates, all molecules on the membrane will be located near their most recent common ancestor, resulting in the formation of a single, high-density cluster. (Our work bears close resemblance to the well studied 'stepping stone' model 5 introduced to study spatially heterogeneous theories of population genetics and dynamics. Clans in the stepping stone model can be more literally interpreted as collections of individuals sharing a common genetic trait by descent; new mutations create new clans, genetic drift increases or decreases clan sizes, and migration disperses clan members among neighbouring colonies.)
How long does it typically take for a single cluster to form at equilibrium? For relatively small membrane association rates we can deduce that the expected number of clans after waiting any time t is approximately equal to h eq N/(k off t) (Supplementary Information). Thus, after a time interval of t < h eq N/k off , a single clan is expected if no further spontaneous membrane association occurs. Simulations indicate, however, that a single large clan can form even if a small number of spontaneous associations occur; most new clans rapidly become extinct while the dominant clan is forming. Diffusion eventually spreads apart the members of a dominant clan. However, at any given time, lineage tracking can be restarted with all original clan identity 'erased' and each membrane-bound molecule regarded as a new clan founder. Then, our analysis shows that after a short time a dominant clan will again emerge. Thus, positive feedback alone, operating on a small number of particles, has the capacity to recurrently generate polarity. established deterministic models of pattern formation 3, 4 (Supplementary Information). Our work suggests that positive feedback can act alone at the core of complex signalling networks with small numbers of molecules to create and maintain a highly localized cortical distribution required for activation of downstream biological processes. ; N < 10 3 ; h eq < 0.1; k off < 9 min 21 ; k fb < 10 min 21 ; and k on as indicated in each figure. Numerical simulations were carried out on one-dimensional circles. Experimental assay. The presence of GFP-Cdc42 polar caps were assayed in yeast as previously described 8, 15 ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). GFP-Cdc42 intensity scores for each cell region were computed using Image J, and probabilities of cap formation computed using custom Matlab software.
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METHODS
Deterministic formulation of model. The fraction h(t) of all molecules on the membrane changes in time t according to the ordinary differential equation:
The density of membrane-bound molecules u(x,t) evolves in time according to the partial differential equation:
where = 2 is the diffusion operator on the plasma membrane. Stochastic formulation of model. In the stochastic model we consider N molecules in a cell, n(t) of which are on the membrane at any given time. The molecules on the membrane have positions x 1 (t), …, x n(t) (t), which undergo Brownian motion with diffusion coefficient D. The number of molecules on the membrane can also change randomly in three different ways: (1) A molecule on the membrane may dissociate itself from the membrane (rate constant k off ); (2) a molecule on the membrane may 'recruit' some molecule in the cytosol to its location on the membrane (rate constant k fb ); (3) a molecule from the cytosol may spontaneously associate itself to some random location on the membrane (rate constant k on ).
The probability p n (t) of n molecules appearing on the membrane at time t changes according to the master equation: dp n (t) dt~W n {W n{1 whereW n~koff (nz1)p nz1 {(k on zk fb n=N )(N{n)p n while the number n(t) of molecules on the membrane evolves by the Markov process determined by the master equation. See Supplementary Information for a more detailed description of the stochastic model. Numerical simulations. Whereas for the theoretical analysis the membrane may be a one-dimensional curve or a two-dimensional surface of arbitrary geometry, numerical simulations were carried out on one-dimensional circles for ease of visualization. Simulation results shown in the figures are based on model parameter ranges estimated from experimental measurements of polarized Cdc42 in budding yeast 8, 15 . For a yeast cell of radius R < 5 mm, the plasma membrane diffusion constant of Cdc42 was estimated to be D 5 0.001 (2pR) 2 ). We assumed total Cdc42 numbers on the order of N < 10 3 with plasma membrane fraction h eq < 0.1. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) analysis of half-time recovery for polarized Cdc42 (as well as Cdc24, and Bem1) was on the order of ,5 s (ref. 8); thus we estimated an off-rate of k off 5 (ln2)/ T 1/2 < 9 min
21
. A feedback strength of k fb 5 10 min 21 was used to obtain an equilibrium plasma membrane fraction h eq 5 (1 -k off /k fb ) < 0.1. On-rate values k on were varied as indicated in each figure legend. Clustering is predicted to occur for k on = k fb (h eq (1 2 h eq )N 2 ) 21 < 10 24 min
, although simulations indicate that clustering can even occur for k on less than 10 23 ( Fig. 3b and Supplementary Information). Polarization in simulations was determined by whether an interval of 10% of the membrane contained more than 50% of total membrane content; error bars represent standard errors from 4 replicates of 1,000 independent simulations (Fig. 3b, top panel) . Release assay. Cells from yeast strain RLY1948 (a gift from R. Li), which contain inducible GFP-Cdc42 expression under the Gal1/10 promoter, were grown logarithmically in synthetic complete (SC) medium without methionine 8, 15 . To arrest cells in G1, cells were washed three times with autoclaved water, resuspended into YP medium supplemented with 2 mM methionine and 2% raffinose and distributed into four tubes. Cells were then cultured for 150 min (tube 1), 135 min (tube 2), 120 min (tube 3) and 90 min (tube 4). To induce expression of GFP-Cdc42, 2% galactose was added to each tube and cells grown for an additional 30 min (tube 1), 45 min (tube 2), 60 min (tube 3) and 90 min (tube 4). To release from G1 arrest, cells were washed three times with water and resuspended in methionine-free SC medium containing 2% glucose plus 150 mM latrunculin A. The released cells were seeded in glass-bottomed microwell dishes (MatTek) and coated with concanavalin A for 10 min before imaging. Microscopy. Live cell microscopy was performed on a Nikon epifluorescence microscope (Nikon TE-2000E2) equipped with a 100 plan apo objective, a cooled CCD camera (model COOLSNAP HQ; Photometrics Instruments) and a temperature control box set at 30 uC. Image acquisition was performed with Metamorph software (Universal Imaging Corp.) with 1 3 1 binning. Images were taken in one focal plane at different locations in the dishes. For each condition, images were taken during a 30 min period. Image analysis. Six images from each condition were selected for analysis yielding 145, 243, 211 and 228 individual cells, respectively. Using ImageJ, we manually identified cell regions and computed a background-subtracted, averaged GFP-Cdc42 intensity score. The presence of a Cdc42 polar cap in each cell was assessed ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ), and probabilities of cap formation computed using custom Matlab software.
